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Mutual Conformational Adaptations in Antigen
and Antibody upon Complex Formation
between an Fab and HIV-1 Capsid Protein p24

Introduction

High affinity and specific binding of antibodies to foreign antigens
is fundamental to the immune response of animals, and extensive
structural studies have been undertaken to try to understand this
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ment, free antigen, and the complex are known, permitting a full
characterization of the conformational adaptations involved in
complex formation.

Summary p24 (or CA) is the major capsid protein of HIV and plays an
active structural role both as part of the Gag polyprotein and

Background: Elucidating the structural basis of antigen-anti- in its processed form during virus assembly, maturation, and
body recognition ideally requires a structural comparison of free disassembly (reviewed in [14, 15]). It forms a characteristically
and complexed components. To this end we have studied a conically shaped shell surrounding the viral RNA-nucleoprotein
mouse monoclonal antibody, denoted 13B5, raised against p24, complex inside the lipid bilayer of mature virions. Antibodies
the capsid protein of HIV-1. We have previously described the against p24 are produced early after infection and their detection
first crystal structure of intact p24 as visualized in the Fab13B5- is widely used as a diagnostic for HIV infection [16]. Although
p24 complex. Here we report the structure of the uncomplexed anti-p24 antibodies are not neutralizing, their continued presence
Fab13B5 at 1.8 Å resolution and analyze the Fab-p24 interface in infected patients is correlated with a delayed progression to
and the conformational changes occurring upon complex for- AIDS. The HIV-1 p24 used in this study is a 243 residue recombi-
mation. nant protein (designated RH24, derived from HIV-1 strain HXB2)

with an N-terminal extension containing a His6 tag and also a
slightly modified C terminus [17, 18]. 13B5 is a mouse IgG1kResults: Fab13B5 recognizes a nearly continuous epitope com-
monoclonal antibody raised against RH24 [18].prising a helix-turn-helix motif in the C-terminal domain of p24.

Here we report the 1.8 Å resolution crystal structure of the freeOnly 4 complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) are in con-
Fab913B5 and compare it to the 3 Å resolution structure of thetact with p24 with most interactions being by the heavy chain.
antigen-bound Fab13B5 [18]. We also analyze the modificationsComparison of the free and complexed Fab reveals that structural
of the antigen structure due to binding by comparing the complexchanges upon binding are localized to a few side chains of CDR-
structure to that of the free C-terminal domain of p24 [19]. ThisH1 and -H2 but involve a larger, concerted displacement of CDR-
enables us to highlight the various induced fit interactions in bothH3. Antigen binding is also associated with an 88 relative rotation
antigen and antibody that occur during complex formation.of the heavy and light chain variable regions. In p24, small confor-

mational changes localized to the turn between the two helices
Results and Discussioncomprising the epitope result from Fab binding.

As described in the Experimental Procedures, we have deter-
mined the cDNA nucleotide sequence of the light and heavyConclusions: The relatively small area of contact between

Fab13B5 and p24 may be related to the fact that the epitope is chains of 13B5 Fab and report in Figure 1 the corresponding
amino acid sequences. The uncomplexed structure is of thea continuous peptide rather than a more complex protein surface

and correlates with a relatively low affinity of antigen and anti- Fab913B5 (obtained by pepsin cleavage), whereas in the p24
complex crystals, the Fab was used (obtained by papaı̈n cleav-body. Despite this, a significant quaternary structural change

occurs in the Fab upon complex formation, with additional smaller age). As the slightly different Fab heavy chain length in each case
is unlikely to have a direct impact on the binding interface, foradaptations of both antigen and antibody.
clarity, we use the term Fab for both the molecule found in the
complex as well as the free Fab9. In the following, the Fab will
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which are type 1, 1, 1, and 2, respectively. L3 of type 3 is less
well structurally predicted than the other CDRs because of a
Phe-L94[L96] instead of a Pro at this position.

The 3 Å resolution structure of the Fab13B5-RH24 complex
(Figure 2), solved by molecular replacement using the Fab13B5
structure, was refined to an R factor of 21.6% and R free of
28.2% [18]. The antigen-bound Fab13B5 consists of the same
residues as for the free Fab13B5, with regions L152-L155 and
H134–140 again poorly ordered. The model of p24 starts at resi-
due P13 and ends at residue P220 (p24 numbering), with the first
27 amino acids, including the His-tag and the last 8 residues of
RH24, missing. p24 is composed of flexibly linked N-terminal and
C-terminal helical domains (Figure 2). We have recently found
that the structure of the Fab13B5-p24 complex is essentially
unchanged when, instead of RH24, a p24 construct with a mature
N terminus (Pro-1) and a C-terminal extension (the p2 or SP1
peptide) is used (C. B.-C., H.-G. K., and S. C., unpublished data).
The only significant difference is that, in this case, the N-terminal
of p24 is ordered and forms a hairpin structure with Pro-1 buried
and interacting with Asp-51 as previously described [24]. The p2
peptide is disordered, as also reported in a structure of a similar
p24 construct [25].

Antigen Binding Site
Figure 1. Amino Acid Sequences of the Heavy and Light Chains of Fab13B5

The continuous epitope recognized by 13B5 comprises helix
The CDRs, according to Kabat’s [20], are surrounded with rectangles. Nucle-

H10–turn–helix H11 of the C-terminal domain of p24. Figure 3otides corresponding to the last four residues of the light chain (in italics)
illustrates the good shape complementarity of the surfaces ofwere not sequenced due to choice of primer and are assumed to be RNEC
the paratope and its epitope. The surface area buried in theas in other light chains. Electron density for Arg-209 and Asn-210 are ob-

served in the crystal structure. antigen-antibody interface, calculated with a 1.7 Å probe using
the CCP4 program SURFACE, is 609 Å2 for the antibody and
750 Å2 for p24. This buried surface is on the low side for protein-

be numbered sequentially, with matching Kabat [20] numbers Fab complexes according to the compilation of Huang et al. [8];
provided in square brackets. this study, however, used a different program (MS) for the surface

The association and dissociation rates and affinity constant calculation, giving systematically lower results than calculations
for the formation of the 13B5 Fab complex with RH24 have been using SURFACE. The heavy chain accounts for 82% of the total
determined by surface plasmon resonance measurements (see antibody-antigen contact surface, whereas the light chain only
Experimental Procedures). An association rate of 3.5 3 105 contributes 18% (Figures 4a and 4b). The domination of the heavy
M21s21 and a dissociation rate of 1.2 3 1023 s21 were derived chain is normally found in antigen-antibody complexes [8, 11]
corresponding to an affinity of 29 nM. This value is in the lower but is extreme here due to the fact that CDR-L1 and CDR-L2 do
range for antibody-antigen complexes principally due to the fast not contribute directly to the interaction at all. Of the four CDRs
dissociation rate. of the Fab that directly participate in the antigen interaction, CDR-

L3, CDR-H1, CDR-H2, and CDR-H3 contribute 18%, 14%, 33%,
and 33% of the buried surface, respectively. Although the contri-Overall Structure and Quality of the Models

The structure of the Fab13B5 was solved by molecular replace- butions of CDR-L1 and L2 to antigen contacts are generally lower
than the other CDRs [11], complete absence of contact to bothment and refined at 1.8 Å resolution to an R factor of 22.5% and

R free of 25.5%. It consists of residues H1 to H219 [H1–H212] is more characteristic of Fab complexes with hapten or peptide
rather than protein antigens [8,11].and L1 to L210 [L1–L212] of the heavy chain and light chain,

respectively. Fab13B5 is a typical Fab with the immunoglobulin Table 1 summarizes the residues in contact at the Fab13B5-
RH24 interface. A total of 11 p24 residues participate in thefold for each of its domains (Figure 2). All disulphide bridges are

visible, although the bridge between L132–L192 [L134–L194] is interface and 14 amino acids of Fab13B5 make contacts with
the antigen (Figure 4c). The epitope is almost continuous andpartially broken. Most of the residues are in energetically favor-

able (90.1%) or allowed (99.2%) regions of the Ramachandran includes residues 204-ALGPAAT(L)EE(MM)TA-217; those not
contacted are in brackets. This is fully consistent with the bindingplot. As found in other Fab structures (e.g., [8]), Ile-L50 [L51] of

the light chain is located in an unfavorable region of the Rama- region 203-KALGPAATLEEMMTA-217 identified by immuno-
screening a library of bacterial clones, each expressing a peptidechandran plot: it lies in the (i 1 1) position of a classic g turn [21].

Nine residues belonging to two loops exposed to solvent in the derived from RH24 (data not shown). The antibody combining
site consists of contacting residues Trp-90[Trp-91], Asn91constant domains (L154→L156 and H135→H140) have poor elec-

tron density. Multiple rotamers, particularly for serines and va- [Asn-92], Tyr-92[Tyr-93], Phe94[Phe96] (CDR-L3), Thr-30 (frame-
work-H1), Ser-31[Ser-31], Tyr-32[Tyr-32], Thr-33[Thr-33] (CDR-H1),lines, are visible in the solvent-exposed regions (17 in the light

chain and 3 in the heavy chain). The elbow angle of Fab13B5 is Tyr-50[Tyr-50], Asn-52[Asn-52], Tyr-57[Tyr-56], Asn-59[Asn-58]
(CDR-H2), Val-101[Val-98], and Tyr105[Tyr100A] (CDR-H3). The151.48, which is in the middle range of elbow angles [22]. The

conformations of the CDR loops L1, L2, H1, and H2 are consistent resolution of the complex (3 Å) does not allow us to see water
molecules either in the interface or close to it. The greater impor-with their sequence-predicted canonical structure types [23],
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Figure 2. Stereographic Ribbon Representa-
tion of the Fab13B5-p24 Complex

p24 is colored in blue, with H10 and H11 tak-
ing part of the interaction with the Fab and
depicted, respectively, in magenta and green.
The light chain of the Fab13B5 is colored in
cyan while its heavy chain is in yellow.

tance of the heavy chain compared to the light chain in binding On the other hand, there is a significant change in the relative
orientation of the variable domains between the antigen-boundthe epitope is confirmed by the analysis of the detailed interac-
and unbound states (Figures 5a and 5b). After superimposingtions (Table 1). Of the 75 van der Waals contacts observed, 65
the VL domains of each state, an additional rotation of 8.38 isinvolve atoms of the heavy chain, and of 8 hydrogen bonds
required to bring the VH domains into optimal coincidence (8.38between Fab and p24, 7 are made to heavy chain residues. CDR-
and 8.18 for complex type I crystals and 8.38 for type II crystals).H2 is particularly strongly involved in interactions at the antigen-
This is not the largest such movement observed in an Fab uponantibody interface. Half of the residues involved in the interaction
antigen binding (e.g., 16.38 between VH and VL in an HIV-1 neu-with the antigen are aromatic, and the majority of them are tyro-
tralizing antibody Fab 50.1 [26]) but it belongs to the higher rangesines. The importance of aromatic residues as antigen-contacting
[11]. The surface of VH occluded upon interaction with VL variesresidues has already been observed in many antibody-antigen
between 840 Å2 and 865 Å2 in the complexed forms of the Fabcomplexes [13].
and is 865 Å2 in the unbound form. The buried surface of VL
through its interaction with VH varies between 895 Å2 and 940 Å2,

Conformational Changes of the Fab upon Binding while it is 950 Å2 in the free Fab. On this basis we conclude that
Quaternary Changes the strength of the VH:VL interaction is not significantly modified
The elbow angle of the Fab complexed with RH24 has been by the relative movement of the two domains.
calculated from three distinct complexes: crystal type I with 2 Tertiary Changes
complexes per asymmetric unit and crystal type II with one com- To determine whether any tertiary conformational changes ac-
plex per asymmetric unit [18]. The results are 148.78 and 152.48 company antigen binding, each variable domain of the free Fab
for type I crystals and 151.08 for type II; these should be compared (VL and VH) was superimposed individually on the corresponding
to 151.48 for the unbound Fab. These results show that the elbow ones of the complexed Fab (type II crystals) using the Ca positions
angle does not change significantly upon antigen binding: the of the framework residues. The root-mean-square deviation

(rmsd) calculated over all Ca positions of the VH domain betweensmall variations observed are possibly due to crystal packing.
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structure by two water molecules. The side chain of Tyr-H50
makes a near 908 rotation around its Cb-Cg bond upon antigen
binding, permitting it to form the hydrogen bond [Tyr-H50(OH)
and Ala-P208(N)] observed in the complex structure. However,
such a rotamer would be disallowed in the crystals of the free
Fab, as it would cause a bad contact with Asp-L149 of a symme-
try-related molecule. It is therefore difficult to assign from this
data the movement of the Tyr-H50 side chain only to the binding
of the epitope. The same problem arises with Asn-H52, which
makes a hydrogen bond with the main chain oxygen of Ala-P208
in the complex and a van der Waals contact with Asp-L149 of a
symmetry-related molecule in the free Fab crystal. In both cases,
the conformation of this amino acid in the other structure would
make a bad crystal contact. The observed movement of Ser-H54
between the free and bound states of the Fab is correlated with
the movement of Asn-H52 described above.

Conformational Changes of the Epitope upon Binding
We have compared the structure of the p24 epitope in the
Fab13B5 complex with that of the free C-terminal domain of p24
(strain NL43) determined to 1.7 Å (Protein Data Bank entry 1AM3,
[19]). The two p24 proteins are derived from different HIV-1 sub-
type B strains and differ by one mutation in the epitope: in RH24
(derived from strain HXB2), Ala-208 is replaced by Gly-208 in
NL43. We have found that a p24 with Gly-208 has slightly reduced
affinity for Fab13B5, but the Fab-p24 complex still crystallizes to
give a very similar crystal form to that obtained with RH24Figure 3. Solid and Transparent Surface Representations of the Complex
(C. B.-C., H.-G. K., and S. C., unpublished data). It should alsoFab-p24
be pointed out that in the 1AM3 crystal structure the epitope isThe p24 molecule is translated away from the interaction surface to allow
in contact with two symmetry related molecules.a clearer view of the binding interface.

The only significant difference observed in the Ala-204 to
Ala-217 region between the free and complexed structures is
localized around Pro-207 and Ala-208, which belong to the turnthe free and bound states of the Fab is 0.8 Å compared to 0.25 Å

for the VL Ca positions. This suggests that the more significant between helix 10 and helix 11 (Figure 6). The largest atomic
displacement observed is 4 Å and corresponds to the carbonylstructural changes induced by the binding are localized to the

VH domain, consistent with the much greater involvement of this oxygen of Pro-207 which is pointing in opposite directions in the
two structures. The turn is flexible and adapts to the contacts indomain in epitope binding.

Examination of the VL domain shows that CDR-L3 of the free which it is involved with its neighbors. In the 1AM3 structure, the
main chain of Pro-207 makes a hydrogen bond with the sideFab (Trp-L90, Asn-L91, Tyr-L92, Pro-L93) makes a crystal contact

with the CL domain of one of its symmetry-related molecules chain of Arg-173 of a symmetry-related molecule. In the Fab-
complex structure, Pro-207 is not involved in hydrogen bonding(Glu-L185, Arg-L186, Asn-L188, Arg-L209, Asn-L210). Although

the contacts are quite different from those observed in the com- but is in van der Waals contacts with the Fab13B5. The following
residue, Ala-208, makes two main chain hydrogen bonds withplex structure, the residues of the Fab involved in the binding to

the epitope have very similar conformations in both structures. residues of the CDR-H2 of the Fab (Tyr-H50 and Asn-H52). Due
to the mutation and the crystal contact in the 1AM3 structure, itThe hydrogen bond observed in the complex between the main

chains of Tyr-L92(N) and Ala-P204(O) is mimicked in the free Fab is therefore difficult to attribute conclusively the differences in
the two structures to the binding of the Fab. However, the crystalstructure by a water molecule placed exactly at the position

corresponding to Ala-P204(O). contacts observed in the 1AM3 structure are less extensive than
those found in the complex structure. It is therefore reasonableThe most significant deviations between complexed and un-

complexed Fab concern the region H99 to H108 of CDR-H3, to imagine that the uncomplexed state of p24 in this region is
close to the 1AM3 structure and that the observed movement iswhere the rmsd over all atoms is 1.8 Å. In fact, CDR-H3 moves

away from the VH domain as if it was more rigidly fixed to the due to binding to the Fab, this new arrangement being stabilized
by two additional hydrogen bonds. It would be desirable to vali-VL domain during the binding-induced relative rotation of VH and

VL. This is understandable, as analysis of the VH:VL interaction date this conclusion with a structure of the C-terminal domain,
which does not have crystal contacts in this area and has anshows that half of it is made by the CDR-H3 of VH. An important

consequence of the relative movement of CDR-H3 is that it per- alanine in position 208. Ala-208 can have the same configuration
as Gly-208, since Gly208 in 1AM3 belongs to a favorable regionmits the antigen (particularly Glu-P213) to penetrate more deeply

between CDR-H3 and CDR-H1 (Figure 5a). of the Ramachandran plot. On the other hand, as mentioned
above, we have determined a 3.3 Å structure of a p24(Gly-208)-Apart from CDR-H3, local changes are small or are less easy

to interpret due to crystal contacts. The CDR-H1 residues do not Fab13B5 complex. This structure shows that the mutation
Ala→Gly-208 leads to no observable perturbation of the Fab-change their relative position to the VH domain upon binding

(overall atom rmsd of 0.3 Å). The two hydrogen bonds observed epitope interface apart from removal of the methyl group (C. B.-C.,
H.-G. K., and S. C., unpublished data).in the p24 complex interface are again mimicked in the free Fab
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Figure 4. (a) Stereographic Representation
of the Variable Domains of the Fab Bound to
the p24 Epitope

(a and b) Two views at 90 degrees. The CDRs
of the Fab involved in the binding are colored
red and labeled H1, H2, H3, and L3 for
CDR-H1, CDR-H2, CDR-H3, and CDR-L3.
(c) As (b) but with full side chains of the amino
acids involved in hydrogen bonds and some
residues involved in van der Waals contacts
between Fab and p24 shown. Some regions
of the light chain have been truncated for
clarity.

Biological Implications complex allows an analysis of the adaptation of the Fab variable
domain, and we find structural adjustments at various levels. At
the quaternary level, a large relative rotation of 88 between theIn this study we examined the effect of the binding of p24, the

capsid protein of HIV-1, to a fragment of a monoclonal antibody variable regions of light and heavy chains is observed while pre-
serving a similar area of contact between the two chains. There(Fab13B5) recognizing its C-terminal domain on the structure of

both the Fab and the antigen. The structure of the complex Fab- is also a concerted movement comprising CDR-H3 (H99-H108),
which remains rigidly attached to the VL domain rather than thep24 was solved and described recently to 3 Å resolution [18].

We report here the structural determination of the Fab13B5 alone VH domain and which allows the epitope to penetrate deeper into
the Fab surface. At the more local level, side chain movements areto 1.8 Å. We also analyze the structural changes observed be-

tween the Fab bound to p24 and the “free Fab” as well as p24 essentially located in the VH domain. A similar analysis for the
p24 epitope, which comprises a helix-turn-helix motif, is possiblebound to the Fab and the “free p24” [19].

In terms of buried surface area, the antigen binding site is using the structure of the isolated p24 C-terminal [19]. Although
crystal contacts and a point mutation in the epitope in the isolatedrather small compared with what is described in the literature for

a typical antigen of 25 kDa. It involves only 4 CDRs (H1, H2, H3, p24 C-terminal domain structure complicate the interpretation,
it appears likely that Fab binding induces a structural change inL1) out of 6, which is unusual for a protein antigen, with a major

contribution of the heavy chain (82% of the surface area) ob- the turn between helix 10 and helix 11, centered on Pro-207. The
new structure is stabilized by two hydrogen bonds to the Fab.served also at the level of individual amino acid interactions. Half

of the amino acids of the Fab involved in the interaction with the The relatively low measured affinity of the Fab for RH24 (29nM)
is perhaps correlated with two aspects of the structure describedantigen are aromatic, and the majority of them are tyrosines.

The comparison of the free Fab structure with that in the p24 here. First is the relatively small area of contact between Fab and
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Table 1. Interactions Observed between Fab13B5 and RH24 in the Complex

Fab13B5-L Fab13B5-H

CDR-L3 CDR-H1 CDR-H2 CDR-H3

W90 N91 Y92 F94 T30 S31 Y32 T33 Y50 N52 Y57 N59 V101 Y105
RH24 [W91] [N92] [Y93] [F96] [T30] [S31] [Y32] [T33] [Y50] [N52] [Y56] [N58] [V98] [Y100A]

A204 1V 6V H-1V 2V – – – – – – – – – –
L205 – – – 1V – – – – H-1V 3V
G206 – – – – – – – – 3V – – – – –
P207 – – – – – – – – 2V – 4V 1V – –
A208 – – – – – – – 1V H-7V H-3V 2V – – –
A209 – – – – – – – – – 2V – – – –
T210 – – – – 1V H-3V – – – 6V – – – –
E212 – – – – – 3V – – – – – – – –
E213 – – – – – 1V 1V H-6V – – – – 3V 2H-6V
T216 – – – – – – – – – – – – 1V –
A217 – – – – – – – – – – – – 3V –

The Fab numbering follows its true sequence and the corresponding Kabat numbering [20] is indicated in brackets. The van der Waals contacts are
represented by a V preceded by the number of such contacts (# 4 Å). Hydrogen bonds (# 3.3 Å) are indicated with an H.

nucleotides specific for IgG1k immunoglobulin heavy and light chain DNAantigen, which more closely resembles a Fab-peptide complex.
sequences. N-terminal microsequencing of the light chain helped to designSecond is the mutually induced fit mode of recognition, which
more precisely the corresponding primer (the N-terminal of the heavy chainmay involve an extra cost in energy or entropy that offsets the
was found to be blocked). The PCR products were cloned into a pUAg

binding energy. vector (The Ligator, R&D systems). Five clones for each chain were totally
These results provide further evidence for the subtlety of spe- sequenced (both strands) on a Perkin Elmer 377 automated sequencer. The

resultant amino acid sequences of the light and heavy chains of Fab13B5cific antigen-antibody recognition involving both global and local
are given in Figure 1.adaptations of the Fab structure.

Experimental Procedures Protein Purification
Murine monoclonal antibodies 13B5 (subclass IgG1k) were raised against
the recombinant HIV-1 capsid protein (RH24). The antibodies were purifiedSequencing of the Fab13B5

mRNA was extracted from 13B5-producing hybridoma cells, reverse tran- from ascitic fluid on a protein A Sepharose 4FF affinity column (Pharmacia).
Dimeric Fab92 fragments were generated by pepsin digestion (pepsin aga-scribed, and then amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using oligo-

Figure 5. Superposition of the Free and
Complexed Structures of the Fab13B5 via
Their VL Domains

The free Fab13B5 is colored in yellow (VH)
and in cyan (VL), while the bound Fab com-
plexed to the C-terminal domain of the anti-
gen is colored in red. (a) and (b) are two views
of the structure differing by a rotation of 90
degrees.
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Figure 6. Adaptation of the p24 Epitope upon
Fab Binding

The C-terminal domain of p24 in the epitope
region (H10-turn-H11) as in the Fab complex
(red) is superposed on the isolated C-terminal
domain of p24 (green; Protein Data Bank en-
try 1AM3, [19]), showing conformational dif-
ferences at Pro-207.

rose, Sigma, ref. P3286) at 378C at pH 3.5, which was stopped by addition units. Fab13B5 was diluted to 2.38–119 nM in HEPES-buffered saline and
injected at a flow rate of 20 ml/min. The association and dissociation ratesof bicarbonate to pH 7.0. The Fab92 were then incubated at 378C in presence

of b-mercaptoethanol (30 mM final) and the reaction stopped on ice. The of the mAb was determined using BIAevaluation 2.1 software (Pharmacia
BIAsensor) and a homogeneous 1:1 model, according to methods describedresulting monomeric Fab913B5 was concentrated to 7 mg/ml in a sodium

phosphate buffer of 10 mM at pH 6.0 in presence of 5 mM EDTA. Preparation previously [27, 28].
of Fab13B5 and RH24, Fab-antigen complex formation, crystallization, and
structure determination of the Fab13B5-RH24 complex are described else- Crystallization and Data Collection

Two microliters of Fab913B5 were mixed with 2 ml of precipitant solutionwhere [18].
and allowed to equilibrate in hanging drops at 228C over 1 ml of precipitant
solution (9%–11% PEG8000 in 0.1 M PIPES buffer at [pH 7.8]) for a minimumDetermination of the Kinetic Constants of the 13B5–RH24 Complex

The binding of mAb 13B5 to RH24 was measured by BIAcore analysis with of 10 days. For data collections, crystals of an average size of 300 mm 3

150 mm 3 80mm were soaked stepwise in PEG400 to 30%, fished in athe Fab form of the mAb to avoid the experimental and computational
problems associated with the use of bidendate ligands [27, 28]. All experi-
ments were performed on a BIAcore 1000 instrument (Pharmacia Biosensor)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. HEPES-buffered saline (10 Table 3. Refinement Statistics for the Fab913B5 Structure
mM HEPES [pH 7.4], 150 mM NaCl, 3.4 mM EDTA, 0.05% surfactant P20

Refinement parameters[Pharmacia]) was used as the running buffer at a flow rate of 5 ml/min.
RH24 recombinant protein (1 mg/ml in 10 mM acetate buffer [pH 5.0]) was Resolution (Å) 15-1.8
immobilized via the primary amine groups as described previously [29, 30] Number of protein atoms 3277
using N-hydroxysuccinimide/N-ethyl-N’ (3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodii- Number of water molecules 237
mide coupling reagents to a final resonance value of 100–500 resonance Number of work reflections 31917

Number of free reflections 3532

R Factors (%)
Table 2. X-Ray Diffraction Data for Crystals of the Fab913B5

R 0.225
Experimental Conditions Rfree 0.255
X-ray source BM14 (ESRF)

,B. Average Atomic Temperature Factors (Å2)
Wavelength (Å) 0.799
Sample temperature 100K ,B. Protein 25.8

,B. Side chains 28.1
Crystal Parameters

,B. Main chain 25.8
,B. Solvent 34.4Resolution (Å) 15–1.8

Unit cell (Å) 36.7 81.7 134.2 Rms Deviations from Ideal Geometry
Space Group P212121

Mosaı̈city 0.9 Bonds (Å) 0.005
Angles (8) 1.4Percent solvent 44%

Ramachandran PlotData Processing

Favourable (%) 90.4Number reflections used 124392
Number unique reflections 35964 Additional (%) 9.1

Generous (%) 0.3Intensity . 3s (%) 93.6 [84.3]a

Completeness (%) 94 [85.5]a Forbidden (%) 0.3 (Ile L50)
Rsym (%) 6.3 [12.8]a

The disordered residues L154 to L156 and H135 to H140 are excluded from
the evaluation of the statistics.a Values in brackets correspond to outer shell resolution.
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mounted cryoloop, and flash frozen to 100 K. They belong to the space haemagglutinin complexed with a neutralizing antibody. Nature 376,
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The Fab913B5 coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank
under the code 1e6o and the Fab-p24 complex with code 1e6j.


